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SUMMARY

The transcriptional network topology of B function in Antirrhinum, required for petal and stamen develop-

ment, is thought to rely on initial activation of transcription of DEFICIENS (DEF) and GLOBOSA (GLO), followed

by a positive autoregulatory loop maintaining gene expression levels. Here, we show that the mutant

compacta (co), whose vegetative growth and petal size are affected, plays a role in B function. Late events in

petal morphogenesis such as development of conical cell area and scent emissions were reduced in co and

def nicotianoides (def nic), and absent in co def nic double mutants, suggesting a role for CO in petal identity.

Expression of DEF was down-regulated in co but surprisingly GLO was not affected. We investigated the levels

of DEF and GLO at late stages of petal development in the co, def nic and glo-1 mutants, and established a

reliable transformation protocol that yielded RNAi-DEF lines. We show that the threshold levels of DEF or GLO

required to obtain petal tissue are approximately 11% of wild-type. The relationship between DEF and GLO

transcripts is not equal or constant and changes during development. Furthermore, down-regulation of DEF or

GLO does not cause parallel down-regulation of the partner. Our results demonstrate that, at late stages of

petal development, the B function transcriptional network topology is not based on positive autoregulation,

and has additional components of transcriptional maintenance. Our results suggest changes in network

topology that may allow changes in protein complexes that would explain the fact that not all petal traits

appear early in development.
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INTRODUCTION

Seminal work in Antirrhinum majus and Arabidopsis thali-

ana allowed formulation of a combinatorial model based on

gene functions explaining what later was found to be a

general scheme of floral organ development in angiosperms

(Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1990; Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991;

Egea Gutierrez-Cortines and Davies, 2000; Causier et al.,

2010). The so-called ABC model has been tested and inter-

preted in various forms in several plant species. B function

genes are involved in petal and stamen morphogenesis, and

two genes, DEFICIENS and GLOBOSA, perform this task in

Antirrhinum (Sommer et al., 1990; Trobner et al., 1992).

Petal development involves several subsets of genes

activated by the B function. Amongst the features of a fully

mature petal are the distinct colours displayed, resulting

from pigment synthesis and down-regulation of chlorophyll

production, proper size and shape, and release of scent.

Petal development is not a linear process. The phenylprop-

anoid synthesis pathway involved in petal pigmentation

does not show simple activation, but instead follows a

pattern of early and late gene expression (Martin and Gerats,

1993). This is true in Antirrhinum and Petunia, indicating that

some fine regulatory aspects of petal development may be

conserved in evolution (Almeida et al., 1989; Martin et al.,

1991; Weiss et al., 1993). Petal growth also displays bi-pha-

sic behaviour in Petunia, Gerbera and Arabidopsis, with

petal development promoted by cell division and later

stages promoted by cell expansion (Reale et al., 2002;

Anastasiou and Lenhard, 2007; Laitinen et al., 2007). In
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Antirrhinum, petal growth is somewhat more complex, as

cell division occurs in early stages and regions where cell

division occur are also detected late in development (Perez-

Rodriguez et al., 2005; Delgado-Benarroch et al., 2009a).

At later stages, petal epidermal cells become conical as a

result of expression of the MIXTA gene (Noda et al., 1994).

This process is conserved among species, and both conical

cell development and the angle of petal reflection are

controlled partly by MIXTA in Antirrhinum and Petunia

(Baumann et al., 2007). Conical cell formation in Antirrhi-

num continues until late stages of petal development, well

after anthesis and before petal abscission (Goodwin et al.,

2003). MIXTA and MIXTA-LIKE genes have a conserved

function in conical cell development during evolution

(Di Stilio et al., 2009). MIXTA expression is known to be

controlled by B function genes, as plants expressing unsta-

ble alleles of def have been shown to display conical cells in

reverting sectors (Carpenter and Coen, 1990). The level of

expression of MIXTA and MIXTA-LIKE-1 depend on the

quantitative levels of DEF and GLO in Antirrhinum (Perez-

Rodriguez et al., 2005). Conical cells have several biological

functions related to pollinator attraction, including scent

production (Kolosova et al., 2001; Whitney et al., 2009a,b,

2011). The complex floral scent profile of most plants is the

result of unique blends of compounds, whose production is

due to activation of several biochemical pathways (Vainstein

et al., 2001). The Antirrhinum scent profile includes methyl

benzoate, a product of the phenylpropanoid synthesis

pathway, and terpenoids such as myrcene and ocimene

(Dudareva et al., 2000, 2003).

Activation of floral homeotic genes in Arabidopsis

requires two partially redundant paralogs, APETALA1

(AP1) and CAULIFLOWER (Kempin et al., 1995; Ferrandiz

et al., 2000). Negative regulation of the genes AGAMOUS-

LIKE24 (AGL24) and SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE (SVP) by

AP1 is required to activate SEPALLATA (SEP) (Kaufmann

et al., 2010b). The SEP1–4 family is important to activate

B function in Petunia, tomato and Arabidopsis (Angenent

et al., 1993; Pnueli et al., 1994; Pelaz et al., 2000; Vanden-

bussche et al., 2003). The resulting B function activity is

maintained by a positive autoregulatory loop that has been

described in Antirrhinum, Petunia and Arabidopsis (Sch-

warz-Sommer et al., 1992; Halfter et al., 1994; Zachgo et al.,

1995; Honma and Goto, 2000; Vandenbussche et al., 2004).

The B function gene products form heterodimers (Davies

et al., 1996b; Winter et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2010) that can

bind their own promoters and activate transcription. Plants

expressing hypomorphic alleles of def display progressively

smaller petals that become more sepalloid with the strength

of the alleles (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1992; Zachgo et al.,

1995; Bey et al., 2004). Petal growth as a whole is affected

in B function homeotic mutants. Plants expressing null

def globifera (def gli) and glo-1 alleles display second-whorl

organs that are indistinguishable from first-whorl sepals

(Trobner et al., 1992), and sepals are much shorter than

petals in Antirrhinum majus (Delgado-Benarroch et al.,

2009a). As a result of the studies described above and

others performed in Arabidopsis (Szecsi et al., 2006; Kauf-

mann et al., 2009), there is a general agreement that floral

organ size requires proper function of the floral organ

identity genes (Yu et al., 2004; Dornelas et al., 2011).

Although positive autoregulatory loops occur as network

motifs in many biological pathways (Heintzen et al., 1997;

Varghese and Cohen, 2007; Fujiwara et al., 2009), they are

inherently slow to respond to variation of gene expression

(Kalir et al., 2005; Alon, 2007), which may result in decreased

flexibility (Ma et al., 2006). Given the importance of the

B function in terms of petal and stamen identity, it is

possible that B function transcriptional maintenance

includes gene activation, positive autoregulatory loop con-

trol and some parallel or ancillary components that add

robustness to the system. Indeed, the obligate hetero-

dimerization of canonical B function gene products adds

robustness to the system at the post-transcriptional level

(Espinosa-Soto et al., 2004; Lenser et al., 2009; Kaufmann

et al., 2010a; Geuten et al., 2011). Further robustness is

probably achieved as a result of larger MADS box com-

plexes, which may aid in stabilization of the protein–DNA

binding complexes (Egea-Cortines et al., 1999; Theissen and

Saedler, 2001; Melzer and Theissen, 2009; Kaufmann et al.,

2010a). Despite these protein stabilization processes,

decreases in B function gene expression cause clear home-

otic changes in Antirrhinum, Petunia (Vandenbussche et al.,

2004; Rijpkema et al., 2006) and Arabidopsis (Irish and

Yamamoto, 1995), demonstrating the importance of sus-

tained transcriptional activity of the B function.

Although the initial steps of petal development are

understood in some detail, late stages of development are

thought to be a follow-up, but, to the best of our knowledge,

no quantitative analysis of B function transcription at late

stages of petal development has been performed to support

this hypothesis.

Here we report genetic characterization of the mutant

compacta, a classic Antirrhinum majus mutant (Kuckuck and

Schick, 1930) in which leaf shape and floral size are affected.

We uncover a genetic interaction of co with def that

implicates CO in activation of DEF expression. We measured

scent production in the co and def nic mutants, and found

that production of methyl benzoate, ocimene and myrcene

was reduced in co and def nic mutants and was completely

absent in co def nic double mutants, demonstrating a role for

co in B function. In order to establish the threshold of

B function, we developed a highly reliable transformation

protocol and obtained RNAi-DEF lines. We performed

quantitative expression analysis of DEF, GLO and MIXTA

in co def nic double mutants, glo-1 and RNAi-DEF lines. We

identified the thresholds of DEF and GLO associated with

different levels of petal identity, and surprisingly found that
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the levels of DEF and GLO transcripts changed at later stages

of development, which was unexpected from a network

topology based exclusively on positive autoregulation. We

propose a model of B function transcriptional control that

accommodates the data presented and may explain petal

development as a multistep process.

RESULTS

The co mutation affects petal and stamen cell size

The mutant compacta had been described as a recessive

mutant (Stubbe, 1966), and segregation analysis of a cross of

cowiththelaboratorywild-typeline165Econfirmedthisresult

(Schwarz-Sommer et al., 2010). As previously described, we

found that the co mutation affected vegetative growth,

including decreased internode elongation and smaller leaves

that were altered both in width and length (Table 1). Leaf

number until the first flower was not different from wild-type,

indicatingthat thecomutationdoesnotaffectfloral transition.

The flowers of co plants may be easily distinguished from

those of wild-type because stamens protrude outside the

tube (Figure 1a). Furthermore, they were significantly smal-

ler than those of wild-type (Figure 1b,c and Table 2) for all

floral parameters analyzed, except for the adaxial stamens,

which retained wild-type size (Figure 1d). In many cases,

under greenhouse conditions, the adaxial protruding sta-

mens tended to show dehiscence and dehydration before

the flowers were fully open. Furthermore, the abaxial

stamens appeared more separate than in wild-type, forming

a characteristic V shape (Figure 1d). Hand self-pollinated co

flowers were fully fertile. Flower colour was not affected in

co mutants, which displayed colour segregation of the

nivea, delila and pallida recurrens loci (Figure S1) present in

the 165E and Sippe50 wild-type background.

We investigated the effects of the co mutation on cell

division and expansion in the various floral organs. Sexual

organs in the co mutant showed independent cellular

phenotypes, as cells in stamens were significantly smaller

than in wild-type, whereas cell size in styles was not affected

(Figure 2 and Table 3). With regard to petals, flat cells

proximal to the tube did not show significant differences

with respect to wild-type flowers. However, in the distal part

of the petal, conical cells were 43% smaller than in wild-type,

and flat cells showed a decrease in area of 33%. Altogether,

the observed petal phenotypes may be explained by a

decrease in cellular size in the petals (Figure 2 and Table 3).

Co plays a role in B function

As petal and stamen cell size were significantly reduced in

the co mutant, we investigated a possible interaction with

organ identity. We crossed co with the weak allele def nic.

This allele affects second- and third-whorl organ identity,

with sepaloid petals that are smaller than wild-type petals

but still develop colour and conical cells (Schwarz-Sommer

et al., 1992). We constructed an F2 population of co · def nic,

obtaining a Mendelian segregation of 47 wild-type, 17 co, 19

def nic and seven plants with a stronger phenotype

(v2 = 0.8642, d.f. = 3, P = 0.8341). The plants with floral

phenotypes differing from co or def nic single mutants were

considered co def nic double mutants. The phenotype

resembled def nic but was more extreme, in some cases

showing second-whorl sepalloid organs resembling those

of def gli null mutants (Figure 3a–c). We selfed co mutant

siblings of the putative double mutants and obtained a

segregation of 3:1 for plants displaying an enhanced def nic

phenotype, thus confirming that the effect of the co mutation

is an enhancement of def nic. The CO gene is not allelic to

DEF based on the F1 phenotypes that were wild-type and the

fact that these genes map to linkage groups 6 and 8,

respectively (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 2010).

We compared organ size in co mutants and co def nic

double mutants, and found that all measured parameters

were significantly smaller except first-whorl sepals (Table 2),

indicating a synergistic effect of the co and def nic mutations.

The most prominent decreases in size in the second whorl

corresponded to the tube length and lateral expansion of the

abaxial petals, which showed mean reductions >60%

(P < 0.001). Furthermore, co def nic double mutants com-

pletely lacked the typical Antirrhinum petal palate. Modest

but significant reductions in size were found in the third

whorl, which showed partial carpelloid structures, although

stamens were formed in all flowers analyzed.

We examined cellular morphologies and sizes in petals of

def nic. As previously described, def nic mutants showed a

range of cells reminiscent of wild-type sepal and petal cell

types. We observed typical puzzle cells seen in sepals, with a

Table 1 Comparison of vegetative parameters between wild-type and the co mutant

Genotype

Internode (mm) Leaf 1 (mm) Leaf 2 (mm) Leaf 3 (mm) Number of leaves

1 2 3 Length Width Length Width Length Width Decussate Spiral Total

co 10.43.4 16.8 � 7.4 21 � 4.9 16.1 � 2.2 11.2 � 1.2 25.9 � 1.5 15.6 � 1.0 35.5 � 5.9 16 � 2.4 8.8 � 1.2 5.2 � 4.1 14 � 4.0
Wild-type 18.9 � 1.9 27.2 � 3.2 31.8 � 4.3 24.1 � 2.1 13.4 � 0.8 39 � 2.9 19.4 � 1.6 46.1 � 4.9 18.9 � 2.9 8.1 � 1.3 3.7 � 2.7 11.8 � 1.8
% )45.16*** )38.41*** )33.89*** )33.22*** )16.39*** )33.57*** )19.36*** )23.01*** )15.48* 8.64 40.54 15.71

Values of internode size and leaves are means � standard deviation (n = 15). Percentages refer to wild-type siblings in the F2 segregating population.
Asterisks indicate significant differences between the co mutant and wild-type: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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gradient towards the distal portion of the petal that started

with flat oval-shaped cells that increased gradually in size

until true conical cells formed at the edges of the petaloid

organs (Figure 4). Both the size of the conical cells and the

overall surface of the petal were greatly reduced compared

to wild-type petals or co. In contrast, we did not find conical

cells in co def nic double mutant flowers, which displayed

both puzzle cells and flat cells. Differences in cell morphol-

ogy between the co mutant and the co def nic double mutant

were pronounced enough not to permit legitimate compar-

ison of cell sizes. The lack of conical cells in co def nic

double mutants strongly suggests that co itself plays a role,

not only in determination of cell size, but also in late petal

development. Cells in the third whorl of co def nic double

mutants showed a decrease in size beyond that found for

def nic single mutants. The fourth-whorl style cells in wild-

type and co were not significantly different (Table 3).

However, the co def nic double mutant had larger cells than

def single mutants despite the fact that this organ is smaller

(Table 4). This suggests that co may interact with other

genes involved in carpel and stamen development such as

PLENA and FARINELLI (Bradley et al., 1993; Davies et al.,

1999).

Co plays a role in scent production

We measured the production of three major scent com-

pounds (myrcene, ocimene and methyl benzoate) in fully

developed flowers of a segregating population of co and

def nic, 24 h after anthesis (Table 5 and Figure S2). We

observed emission of the three compounds in wild-type

flowers. However, we did not find myrcene in any of the

co samples analyzed, and the levels of emission of ocimene

and methyl benzoate were similar to those of wild-type. In

def nic flowers, we found levels similar to wild-type for

myrcene, whereas ocimene and methyl benzoate were

drastically reduced. The phenotype of the co def nic double

mutant was extreme concerning scent emission, as we were

not able to detect myrcene, ocimene or methyl benzoate in

any of the samples analyzed.

Co is involved in DEF transcriptional control and plays a role

in B function

As the co mutant showed a number of phenotypes that

may be described as B function-related, we investigated

the effect of the co mutation on the B function transcrip-

tional network by quantitative gene expression analysis.

We found that DEF gene expression was significantly

down-regulated in co mutants to 11.6% of the value found

in wild-type (P = 0.04; Figure 5a), similar to the down-

regulation in def nic (P = 0.653) versus wild-type. Surpris-

ingly, the levels of GLO expression were higher in co than

in wild-type, but not significantly (P = 0.23). This finding is

contrary to what would be expected from a positive aut-

oregulatory loop scheme (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1992),

which suggests simultaneous down-regulation of GLO as

observed in def nic (P = 0.029). These unexpected results

indicate that CO is involved in the activation or mainte-

nance of DEF expression, whereas GLO is not directly

affected. In the co def nic double mutant, both DEF and

GLO expression were down-regulated compared to wild-

type. Furthermore, the high levels of GLO in the co mutant

may be partly responsible for the better petal development

observed compared to def nic, but the results for the double

mutant indicate that CO also plays a downstream role,

beyond the uncovered effect on DEF expression, and may

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Wild-type (left) and co mutant flowers (right) from the side, and

longitudinal sections.
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Table 2 Comparison of floral parameters for wild-type, the co mutant, the defnic single mutant and the co defnic double mutant

Genotype

Tube

length

(mm)

Lower

length

(mm)

Petal

height

(mm)

Sepal

length

(mm)

Tube

width

(mm)

Upper

(total)

length (mm)

Lower petal

expansion

(mm)

Upper petal

expansion

(mm)

Stamen

length

(mm)

Gynoecium

length (mm)

Wild-type 17.9 � 0.7 30.8 � 2.7 26.4 � 2.7 7.9 � 0.8 12.1 � 0.8 39.5 � 0.9 26.2 � 1.6 29.9 � 2.0 25.6 � 0.9 22 � 0.7
co 15.3 � 0.8 23.5 � 1.3 17.1 � 2.3 6.6 � 0.5 10.4 � 0.7 28.3 � 1.4 19.2 � 2.7 16.4 � 2.3 26 � 1.8 20.1 � 1.0
def nic 8.7 � 4.9 20.5 � 2.0 11.2 � 1.9 6.4 � 0.6 7.1 � 0.5 20.8 � 2.3 15.8 � 2.9 11.7 � 2.3 16.6 � 1.3 19.3 � 2.3
co def nic 5.3 � 0.5 11.4 � 1.7 8.1 � 1.0 7.2 � 0.8 5.7 � 0.5 12.0 � 1.9 7.6 � 1.5 8.1 � 0.8 14.8 � 0.6 16.9 � 0.9
% defnic versus co def nic )38.38* )44.64*** )27.93*** 12.80 )19.26*** )42.25*** )51.82*** )30.37** )10.62** )12.17*

% co versus wild-type )15.07*** )23.64*** )35.01*** )16.48*** )14.03*** )28.37*** )26.93*** )45.09*** 1.40 )8.68***

Total number of measurements for each parameter = 10. Values are means � standard deviation. Asterisks indicate significant differences using the wild-
type or def nic single mutant as: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy of cells

from various organs of fully developed flowers of

wild-type (left) and co mutant flowers (right).

(a, b) Third-whorl styles, (c, d) fourth-whorl

gynoecium, (e, f) dorsal petal, proximal to the

tube, and (g, h) dorsal petal, distal part. Scale

bars = 100 lm.
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be considered a B function gene itself, supporting the

previous data on cell types and scent emission.

Quantitative analysis of transcriptional regulatory

network in late petal development

In order to obtain a comprehensive picture of gene expres-

sion levels of DEF and GLO, and identify the quantitative

thresholds supporting different degrees of petal develop-

ment, we used a mixture of genetic backgrounds. We

developed an improved protocol to transform Antirrhinum

majus (see Experimental procedures and Appendix S1), and

obtained two independent transgenic lines harbouring an

RNAi-DEF construct that were positive for kanamycin resis-

tance and showed a range of phenotypes from weak to null

Table 3 Cell area of petal, stamen and style in wild-type and the co mutant

Genotype Stamen (lm2) Style (lm2)

Petal (lm2)

Conical cells Flat cells

co 2948.4 � 103.9 2123.1 � 85.1 756.9 � 29.0 1609.66 � 52.19
Wild-type 3568.1 � 76.4 2221.9 � 70.5 1346.5 � 43.3 2101.24 � 55.83
% )17.37* )4.45 )43.78* )23.39*

Total number of cells measured for each organ/mutant = 50. Values are means � standard error. Asterisks indicate significant differences between
the co mutant and wild-type: *P < 0.05.

(a) (b)

(d) (e)

(f)

(i) (j)

(g) (h)

(c) Figure 3. Phenotypes and lines.

(a–c) Top left, wild-type; top right, the co mutant;

bottom left, def nic; bottom right, co def nic double

mutant.

(d) RNAi-DEF transgenic line showing extreme

phenotypes similar to the classic def gli null

allele.

(e) Section of wild-type (left) and the RNAi-DEF

strong phenotype line (right).

(f) Wild-type (left) and partially reverting RNAi-

DEF flower with chimeric second-whorl organ

(right).

(g) RNAi-DEF flower with wild-type appearance.

(h) glo-1 mutant showing a revertant second-

whorl organ.

(i) Comparison of glo-1 flowers, showing two

without reversion, one with a partial petaloid

structure in the second whorl, and a petal with

wild-type appearance from the RNAi-DEF line.

(j) Close-up of increasingly wild-type second-

whorl organs from glo-1 flowers.
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def alleles (Figures 3d and S3). Flowers of the strongest line

showed two whorls of sepals and a third whorl of carpels,

typical of a def gli allele (Figure 3e). In a direct comparison,

they could not be distinguished from flowers expressing

def gli or glo-1 null alleles. The strongest line showed pro-

gressive acropetal loss of the extreme phenotype, display-

ing flowers with second-whorl sepal/petal chimeric organs

(Figure 3f), and eventually reverted completely to produce

apparent wild-type flowers (Figure 3g).

We gathered second-whorl organs from the aforemen-

tioned single and double mutants and the strong RNAi-DEF

line. In order to obtain additional samples from revertant

tissue, we established a greenhouse plot of plants express-

ing the glo-1 unstable allele for several years, and obtained

revertant flowers with second-whorl chimeric organs (Fig-

ure 3h–j) during the spring under southern Spain growing

conditions.

We analyzed the levels of DEF and GLO expression in the

second-whorl organs of the transgenic line displaying the

strongest phenotype by quantitative RT-PCR, and found that

expression was reduced to 2% of wild-type, as expected for

organs that were completely transformed into sepals (Fig-

ure 5). The smallest second-whorl chimeric organs recov-

ered (sepal/petal) displayed levels of DEF expression at a

level that was 14% of that of the wild-type (P = 0.029)

(Figure 5a). Furthermore, the two independent RNAi lines

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy of floral

organs of def nic mutant (left) and co def nic

double mutant (right).

(a, b) Third-whorl organs, (c, d) gynoecia, (e, f)

dorsal petal proximal region of flat cells, and (g,

h) dorsal petal distal region of conical cells. Scale

bars = 100 lm.
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displayed an interesting feature in that the first flowers

showed a def phenotype that was lost later on, indicating

that an acropetal gradient could overcome the RNAi-depen-

dent decrease in gene expression. Independent transgenic

experiments with other genes indicate that this was a feature

of the RNAi-DEF construct but is not a general feature of

Antirrhinum stably transformed lines (M.M.-R., unpublished

observations). RNAi-DEF flowers with a wild-type appear-

ance had DEF and GLO expression levels similar to wild-

type. The glo-1 allele shows instability, and we compared it

against the RNAi-DEF plants and the series of co and def nic

mutants. The results obtained show that the levels of DEF in

glo-1 were between 11 and 31% of wild-type in sepal and

sepal/petal organs, with 22% in revertant petals and wild-

type levels of expression in near-wild-type looking petals. In

contrast, GLO levels did not fully recover the wild-type

expression levels, showing levels that were always signifi-

cantly lower than in wild-type petals.

Our data shows that thresholds of 11–15% of wild-type

levels of expression of DEF or GLO are associated with

development of recognizable petal tissue.

Reciprocal DEF and GLO transcript levels change

during development

Although the currently supported hypothesis of B function

is based on a positive autoregulatory loop of two B function

gene products, a direct comparison of mRNA levels for DEF

versus GLO has not been reported, and examination of the

levels of DEF and GLO in the tissues analyzed indicated that

important differences may exist in the reciprocal levels of

expression. Thus we used the data obtained to perform a

nested calculation allowing direct comparison of DEF versus

GLO in each sample. We used a large sample for quantitative

RT-PCR: 20 biological samples with three technical

Table 4 Cell area of stamen and style in the defnic single mutant and
the co defnic double mutant

Stamen filament (lm2) Style (lm2)

Wild-type 3568.09 � 154.43 2221.99 � 70.49
defnic 2213.4 � 96.5 1466.9 � 76.2
co defnic 1940.5 � 76.6 1842.2 � 70.3
% co versus wild-type )17.37*** )4.45
% defnic versus co defnic )12.33* +25.58***

Total number of cells measured for each organ/mutant = 50. Values
are means � standard error.
Asterisks indicate significant differences using the wild-type or defnic

single mutant as: *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001.

Table 5 Effect of the co and defnic mutations on volatile levels

Genotype Myrcene Ocimene Methyl benzoate

Wild-type 40.2 251.2 137.2
co ND 156.6 165.4
defnic 34.4 9.7 29.6
co defnic ND ND ND

Quantities refer to mean emissions of three samples (ng g)1 tis-
sue h)1). ND indicates that we could not detect the compound in any
sample.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Relative expression of (a) DEFICIENS, (b) GLOBOSA and (c) MIXTA

in second-whorl organs compared to wild-type petals.

An arbitrary level of 1 was assigned to the wild-type: 1, the co mutant; 2, def
nic; 3, co defnic double mutant; 4, RNAi-DEF sepal; 5, RNAi-DEF petal/sepal; 6,

RNAi-DEF petal; 7, RNAi-DEF petal (normal flower); 8, RNAi-DEF tube; 9, glo-1

sepal; 10, glo-1 revertant; 11, glo-1 petal.
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replicates comprising ten wild-type flowers at develop-

mental stage 13–14, i.e. approximately 1 cm long and still

closed (Vincent and Coen, 2004), and ten wild-type fully

open flowers 1 day after anthesis. The reason for this was

that sampling of revertant and transgenic tissue necessarily

has to be performed when development is complete and the

phenotypes are distinguishable, but we wished to identify

possible ontogenic changes in reciprocal levels of DEF and

GLO gene expression. A simple inspection of the data from

closed flowers showed that, contrary to what was expected,

transcriptional levels of DEF and GLO were not equal. GLO

gene expression in petals was significantly lower than that

of DEF in four of ten samples. Combining all samples indi-

cated a level for GLO transcripts of 0.806 relative to DEF

(P = 0.013), with most values below 1.0 (Figure 6 and

Table 6). Surprisingly this unequal relationship for GLO

versus DEF expression levels resulted in significantly higher

expression of GLO in petals when flowers were open (1.847;

P = 0.000). We compared two samples of gene expression

data that had equal variances (Fligner–Killeen test,

P = 0.5541), and found that, as expected from the data

inspection, the relationships between DEF and GLO

expression in closed and open flowers are significantly dif-

ferent (t-test, P = 5.765e-06). The data show that, from mid-

dle to late stages of development, the relationship between

DEF and GLO transcription varies significantly, with a

marked up-regulation of GLO compared to DEF.

In glo-1 revertant petals, DEF and GLO expression levels

were close to 1. However, DEF and GLO levels were

dissimilar in the rest of the samples analyzed (Table 6). In

perfectly formed petals of RNAi-DEF plants, GLO expression

was at least 11-fold higher than DEF. These large differences

between DEF and GLO expression were also found in co

petals, indicating that disparity in gene expression between

DEF and GLO may be tolerated and still give rise to petal

tissue. In the rest of the samples with strong homeotic

alterations, differences between DEF and GLO ranged

between fivefold in co def nic double mutants to close to

100-fold in the strongest homeotically transformed organs,

i.e. sepal/petal organs of RNAi-DEF or second-whorl sepals

of glo-1. Our results show that, in wild-type flowers, DEF and

GLO expression is not matched, and the large differences

between the two genes in terms of gene expression in the

array of tissues analyzed cannot be completely reconciled if

we assume a positive autoregulatory loop as the sole form of

B function transcriptional maintenance.

Effect of the co mutation and B function manipulation

on downstream processes

As MIXTA is a well-defined downstream target of B function,

and the co mutation affected the area of conical cells, we

measured MIXTA gene expression and found that levels of

MIXTA in the co mutant were as low as 4.1% of the wild-type

(Figure 5). These low levels were also found in second-whorl

sepals of glo-1, glo-1 revertant sepal/petal tissues and RNAi-

DEF normal flowers. However, the other RNAi-DEF tissues

showed higher levels of MIXTA expression, indicating that,

although the levels of DEF and GLO were significantly lower

than in wild-type, there may be other factors involved

requiring further analysis.

DISCUSSION

A quantitative component of homeotic gene function

As the ABC model is based on spatial restriction of gene

expression, much information has been generated to

explain the discrete gene expression patterns. Many

mutants identified show homeotic changes caused by lack

Figure 6. Box plot of expression values for GLO versus DEF in closed and

open flowers.

The y axis refers to GLO expression values compared to DEF having an

arbitrary value of 1.

Table 6 Expression of GLO compared to DEF in various tissues

Organ Relative GLO expression P value

Wild-type closed, stage 13 0.806 0.013
Wild-type, open 1.847 0.000
co 13.375 0.001
def nic 20.128 0.0020
co def nic 6.824 0.0010
RNAi-DEF petal (small) 6.465 0.003
RNAi-DEF petal/sepal 98.632 0.001
RNAi-DEF sepal 60.537 0.0000
RNAi-DEF tube 8.05 0.234
RNAi-DEF (normal flower) 12.36 0.0010
glo-1 sepal 0.093 0.001
glo-1 revertant 0.617 0.491
glo-1 petal 1.057 0.695

An arbitrary value of 1 was assigned to each tissue for the level of
DEF.
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of expression of the ABC genes. Less well characterized are

the quantitative requirements for floral organ identity genes.

The original hypothesis developed in Antirrhinum postu-

lates that DEF and GLO transcription occurs in an initial step,

and self-maintained gene expression levels take over the

initial activation to run the developmental program until

organ development is complete.

Our data shows that levels of DEF or GLO mRNA of 11% or

above can support development of recognizable petal

tissue. However, these levels do not sustain full organ size.

The fact that the palate is completely absent in many def nic

flowers and all co def nic double mutants indicates that

different regions of the petal also require different thresh-

olds of B function for development or have different levels

of expression of B function along the petal area. The effects

on late developmental stages are even more pronounced, as

the finding of MIXTA expression levels of 4% of the wild-

type in the co mutant or 16% in RNAi-DEF revertant petal

confirms previous work that established the quantitative

importance of DEF expression for MIXTA expression (Perez-

Rodriguez et al., 2005). Reduced expression of the C func-

tion gene AGAMOUS (AG) in Arabidopsis by RNAi plants

and plants expressing several ag alleles analyzed have

shown that threshold levels of AG have different effects on

organ identity and meristem determinacy (Sieburth et al.,

1995; Causier et al., 2009; Das et al., 2009; Maier et al., 2009),

indicating that not all downstream processes require the

same levels of expression. Furthermore, quantitative

changes in gene expression modify the spatial expression

of AG in Arabidopsis (Cartolano et al., 2009), supporting the

importance of quantitative gene expression levels for floral

patterning and organ development.

The phenotypic effects of the co mutation on petal cell

development clearly show a strong decrease in the area with

conical cells, correlated with down-regulation of MIXTA. This

decrease in the area comprising conical cells and the smaller

size of the cells may explain the decrease in MIXTA expression.

It may also explain a quantitative decrease in scent production,

as benzoic acid carboxyl methyltransferase, which is involved

in methyl benzoate production, is expressed in conical cells in

Antirrhinum (Kolosova et al., 2001). An additional role of CO

downstream of DEF is supported by the finding that def nic

single mutants and co def nic double mutants have similar

levels of DEF and GLO, but the phenotypes analyzed are more

extreme in the double mutant, suggesting that CO is a

B function gene that is involved in activation or maintenance

of DEF, and activation of part of the scent transcriptional

network at late stages of petal development.

Determining the degree of homeotic transformation or

petal organ identity has not been an easy task. Studies in

ArabidopsisusingectopicexpressionofPISTILLATA (Pi)or its

homolog from pea PsPI have used chimeric first-whorl

organs comprising sepal and petal tissue as criteria to

establish B function activity (Krizek and Meyerowitz, 1996;

Berbelet al., 2005). Indeed,modelorganismssuchasPetunia,

in which B function genes are duplicated, allow a much more

detailedanalysis.For instance,petaldefects inplantsexpress-

ing mutant alleles of Phglo1 and Phglo2 show greener and

broader midvein, conversion of conical cells to sepal-like

epidermal cells, or lack of stamen fusion to the petal tube

(Vandenbussche et al., 2004). Expression of the TM6 gene

from petunia under the control of a 35S promoter can rescue

Phdef phenotypic defects to some extent, but still petals show

a broad green midvein (Rijpkema et al., 2006). Thus our

approach of considering petal tissue as second-whorl organs

that have recognizable regions resembling petals and are

confirmedbyscanningelectronmicroscopyashavingconical

cells, fulfils a qualitative definition of the organ.

Determining what a petal is in terms of identity does not

address the functional aspects. Petals have at least two

recognizable functions: physical protection of the sexual

organs during flower development, and insect attraction.

Clearly these two functions do not necessarily overlap or

have similar importance in all plants. Our data suggest that

levels of DEF and GLO transcription above a threshold are

required to obtain wild-type petal size, good development of

conical cells, and scent production. Our data do not allow us

to determine whether the reduction in scent is a result of

decreased MIXTA expression that leads to fewer conical

cells in which scent is produced, or whether it is a direct

effect of CO or DEF and GLO. However, these possibilities

are not mutually exclusive.

Structure of the B function regulatory network

A network topology based on a simple positive autoregula-

tory loop is not supported by the data obtained in the vari-

ous tissues and genetic backgrounds described here. First,

the co mutant has a strong effect on DEF but not on GLO

gene expression, indicating that CO may be directly involved

in DEF activation. GLO expression levels were maintained

despite a decreased level of DEF–GLO heterodimer and

increased basal promoter activity, indicating that other fac-

tors maintain GLO expression in the absence of positive

autoregulation. This basal promoter activity may be flower-

specific as GLO has well-defined expression patterns in

petals and stamens (Trobner et al., 1992; Zachgo et al.,

1995). In second-whorl organs with complete homeotic

transformation, although the actual level of expression of

DEF in glo-1 or GLO in RNAi-DEF is significantly down-reg-

ulated compared to wild-type, the levels of expression of

GLO compared to DEF in RNAi-DEF and DEF versus GLO in

glo-1 are significantly higher. This implies that the positive

autoregulatory loop is only part of the B function mainte-

nance, and a basal level of transcriptional activation is

present for both DEF and GLO, at least at late stages of

development. A graphical model describing the current

model of transcriptional network and a new one based

on the data presented in this contribution are shown in
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Figure 7. Activation of B function consists of triggering DEF

and GLO (Figure 7a), and such activation becomes inde-

pendent at the middle and late stages of development (Fig-

ure 7b). Activation of DEF and GLO seem to be partly

independent as CO only affects DEF (Figure 7c). Early

experiments in tobacco showed a spatial difference in tran-

scriptional activation of NtDEF and NtGLO. Ectopic expres-

sion of DEF and GLO causes ectopic expression of NtDEF in

leaves and all floral organs, whereas NtGLO is ectopically

expressed only in first-whorl organs (Davies et al., 1996a).

This indicates that positive autoregulation comprises organ-

specific components and may differ between DEF and GLO.

We did not expect to observe differences in gene expres-

sion between DEF and GLO, and even more unexpected was

the existence of developmental differences such as those

found in the balance of the two transcripts. This also shows

that the transcriptional network topology of B function

changes during petal development, and is not a fixed entity

as originally thought. However, petal growth and anthocy-

anin production are biphasic. Petal growth comprises cell

division in early stages and cell expansion at later stages in

different plants (Martin and Gerats, 1993; Reale et al., 2002),

whereas anthocyanin genes show early and late activation

(Jackson et al., 1992; Weiss et al., 1993). Finally, scent

production starts at anthesis. These obvious changes in

the downstream targets of DEF and GLO cannot be

explained by a simple model in which B function operates

as a single-geared process. Our work has concentrated on

transcriptional changes, but recent work has shown that

translation rate constants play a dominant role in determin-

ing protein levels, and, combined with mRNA levels,

account for 95% of the variance in protein quantities

(Schwanhäusser et al., 2011). This suggests that, if linear

levels of translation rates are maintained during petal

development for DEF and GLO, the changes in mRNA

should translate into differing levels of protein.

Recent work has shown that quaternary complexes with

diverse composition co-exist in Arabidopsis petals, indicat-

ing that there is an inherent flexibility in MADS-box tetramer

formation (Smaczniak et al., 2012). The developmental

changes in the ratio of DEF/GLO expression levels may have

implications with regard to the type of target genes that

plant MADS box complexes recognize during petal devel-

opment, and may explain the gradual developmental pro-

cesses that occur during petal morphogenesis that lasts

more than 20 days in Antirrhinum.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plant material and genetics

The compacta and deficiens nicotianoides mutants were obtained
from the Gatersleben collection (IPK Gatersleben, Gatersleben,
Germany). The laboratory lines Sippe50, 165E and the globosa
unstable allele glo-1 (Trobner et al., 1992) was obtained from Dr
Zsuzsanna Schwarz-Sommer (Max-Planck-Institut für Pflanzen-
züchtungsforschung, Köln, Germany). Plants were grown in the
greenhouse as described previously (Bayo-Canha et al., 2007).
Homozygote mutants were crossed to obtain F2 plants as described
previously (Egea-Cortines et al., 1999), and double mutants were
identified by their phenotype (see Results) and the corresponding
Mendelian segregation.

Microscopy

Fully developed flowers were harvested and analyzed as described
previously (Delgado-Benarroch et al., 2009b).

Constructs

We cloned a fragment of 207 bp encompassing the last 60 codons
and 27 bp of the 3¢ UTR of the DEFICIENS cDNA from A. majus into
the pHellsgate12 plasmid (Helliwell and Waterhouse, 2003), using
the primers DEF-forward (5¢-GATGCAAGGAGAGAGGATC-3¢) and
DEF-reverse (5¢-CTATAACATATATCGATCATACCATTAATT-3¢) (Ta-
ble S1). The hairpin construct of the pHellsgate12 vector was
checked by PCR using an internal primer for the intron pH12-
forward (5¢-GTTGGCAGCATCACCCGA-3¢) and pH12-reverse (5¢-
AAACTAGAAATTTACCTGCAC-3¢) and a primer for the DEF gene in
both directions.

Scent analysis

The volatile constituents in the flowers of the plants were separated
and qualitatively identified by capillary gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry (GC-MS).

For extraction of the volatile components, one cut flower per line
was placed inside Falcon tubes for 24 h (DeltaLab, www.deltalab.es).

(a) (b) (c)Figure 7. A graphical model of B function net-

work topologies.

Initial steps of B function activation during early

petal development (a), middle to late stages of

petal development (b), and a newly proposed

network topology for late stages of development

(c). Rectangles refer to a transcriptional activa-

tion function. Dotted lines refer to direct activa-

tion that is possible but the current data do not

allow discrimination between direct and indirect

activation.
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The tubes contained a suspended Twister� bar (Gerstel GmbH & Co.
KG, http://www.gerstel.de/), a magnetic stir bar of 10 mm length
coated with 0.5 mm polydimethylsiloxane that had previously been
conditioned.

Scent profiles were resolved on a 6890 gas chromatograph
coupled to a 5975 inert XL mass selective detector (Agilent
Technologies, http://www.home.agilent.com) equipped with a ther-
mal desorption unit, a cooled injector system (CIS 4) and a multi-
purpose sampler (MPS2) (Gerstel GmbH & Co. KG).

The GC separation was performed on an HP-5MS UI capillary
column (Agilent Technologies), 30 m, length · 0.25 mm, internal
diameter x 0.25 lm (film) in constant pressure mode. The oven
temperature was sequentially increased from 50 to 70�C at 5º
per min, held for 1 min, and thereafter increased to 240�C at 10�C
per min, with a holding time of 15 min. The inlet operated in solvent
vent mode with a split ratio of 1:15. Chromatographic-grade helium
was used as the carrier gas. We used n-pentadecane as an internal
standard for qualitative analysis of the samples, adding 1 ll
n-pentadecane (standard for gas chromatography, Fluka, Sigma-
Aldrich, http://www.sigmaaldrich.com) prepared to 20 ppm in
dichloromethane (Lab-Scan, http://www.labscan.ie/)).

The stir bar was thermally desorbed into the thermal desorption
unit using the following desorption temperature program: initial
temperature of 40�C, ramping at 100�C per min until 150�C, and a
holding time of 5 min. The transfer temperature was 300�C, working
in splitless desorption mode. The volatiles thermally desorbed were
cryo-focused in the cooled injector system inlet at )100�C using
liquid nitrogen, with a carrier gas flow of 50 ml min)1. After cryo-
focusing was completed, the volatiles were transferred into the
capillary column by heating the CIS4 inlet at a rate of 10�C sec)1 to
150�C (holding time 3 min).

Mass spectra were collected in the scan range m/z 30–450. The
measurements were performed using an electron bombardment
ion source with electron energy of 70 eV. The transfer line, source
and quadrupole temperatures were set at 280, 230 and 150�C,
respectively. The chromatograms and mass spectra were evaluated
using ChemStation software (G1791CA, version D.03.00; Agilent
Technologies). Chromatographic peak identification was performed
by library matching using the Standard Reference Database 1A NIST
2005, version 2.0 (National Institute of Standards and Technology,
http://www.nist.gov/rsd/nist1a.cfm).

Quantitative PCR

Total RNA was isolated from 100 mg homogenized plant material
using an RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, http://www.qiagen.com/de-
fault.aspx), including DNase treatment. cDNA was synthesized from
1 lg total RNA using a Maxima� first strand cDNA synthesis kit
(Fermentas, http://www.fermentas.com/en/home).

Quantitative RT-PCR reactions were performed using SYBR
Premix ExTaqTM (Takara, http://www.takara-bio.com/) on a Rotor-
Gene Q machine (Qiagen). The housekeeping gene ubiquitin
protein ligase was used for relative quantification of gene
expression. In order to minimize the variability, we used three
biological replicates and two technical replicates for each sample.
We obtained take-offs and efficiency values and computed
differences in gene expression analysis as described previously
and using the REST program (Pfaffl et al., 2002; Delgado-Benar-
roch et al., 2009a; Mallona et al., 2010, 2011).

Antirrhinum transformation

We developed a new protocol to obtain stable transformants
(Appendix S1). These transformants were further analyzed by PCR
using primers for the NPTII gene. Two independent plants positive

for NPTII that showed phenotypes that ranged from the classic null
allele def gli to weak alleles such as def nic were also used.

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using the R package (www.r-
project.org/) and Excel (Microsoft, www.microsoft.com). Unless
otherwise stated, we used the Kruskal–Wallis test because growth
and cellular data were not normally distributed.

Graphical modelling

The graphic models describing the currently known and proposed
transcriptional networks were programmed in the Dot graph spec-
ification language and visualized using Graphviz (http://
www.graphviz.org).
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